2017 in the Moss family
Well, we have had a full year of retirement. What’s it
like, we hear those of you yet to take the step ask.
(those of you who have taken the step will already
know that it is brilliant).
Well, we have enjoyed it. Rather than bore you with
what will sound like a travelogue, we’ll summarise our
trips away as follows:
 10 days in a wintry Scotland (glorious sunny
weather)





French Open tennis, the Champagne region,
WW1 cemeteries and Bruges.



Grape picking and wine making in the Loire

Learning Spanish in Andalucia (Muy bien)

activities can wait until Monday, so is happy to sit and
watch the World go by.
He spent many days in the latter half of the year
replacing our en-suite shower. This involved a fairly
major re-plumbing, as we wanted to lower the shower
to floor level. So pipes were re-routed under the floor,
drywall was removed and replaced with more suitable
materials, draining was cut and re-located and tiles
were applied to non-vertical walls. At each stage he
was heard to mutter deprecating remarks on the
quality of the building; the motto of Westbury Homes
should have been something like “Corners? We
cut ’em”. Despite this the end result is very good, and
the shower tray is now barely above floor level..
A week in a hotel on the shores of the Adriatic just
outside Dubrovnik.

Interspersed with all the travel and the DIY is much
Yoga (Hazel), cycling (Peter), walking (both), craft-work
(Hazel), and volunteering at an old people’s day centre
(Hazel).
th

November brought the climax of the year, Hazel’s 60
birthday. For a few days she undid some of the good
work of her exercise and diet regime, but has come
through the other side intact.

Elizabeth and Iain remain much as before, although
Iain is now back to sharing flats; he and Emma having
gone their separate ways. Elizabeth has moved from
her small Cirencester flat to a nice spacious 3-bedroom
house which she appears to be converting, thanks to
relentless acquisition of furniture, to a less-thanspacious house. It does, however, have a garage, and
her bike collection is growing. They both made it to
th
Hazel’s 60 , which was lovely.

So how have we adjusted to the life of leisure?
Elizabeth and Iain are convinced that our daily pattern
involves getting up mid-morning, sitting watching
daytime TV in our dressing gowns before getting
dressed and going out to some café to spend their
inheritance on endless cups of cappuccino and
Americanos. And it is true that we do spend more
time drinking coffee than we did before. One positive
outcome of retirement is that Hazel has trained Peter
to tolerate sitting in cafés. Before, on a shopping trip
to Bath he would take one look at a small queue, and
declare that he didn’t have time for this nonsense; he
needed to get back home to go running /cycling or
generally DO stuff. Now he is aware that these

And that is it; a lovely year. OK, it didn’t include the
defenestration of Boris Johnson or the impeachment
of Donald Trump, but maybe next year?
.

